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1. Introduction
A wide variety of molecular compounds are bound by Hydrogen bridges between the
molecular units. In these compounds cooperative proton tunneling along the bridges plays an
important role.(1) However, it is apparent that not only the proton behavior is relevant but also
that of their associated matrix, leading to a wide range of possible behaviors. We are thus faced
with the consideration of two in principle coupled subsystems: the proton tunneling subunit
and the host lattice. Ubbelhode noted, in 1939,(2) that the nature of the H-bond changes
upon substitution of Deuterium (D) for H. In addition, many H-bonded compounds show
structural transitions that are strongly affected by deuteration.(3) The common assumption
that proton tunneling completely dominates the transitional physics, in a chemically and
structurally unchanged host, is an oversimpliﬁed model. Since the 1980’s, a number of authors
have noted in pressure studies that the changes in transition temperatures correlate well
with the H-bond parameters.(4) Thus, the proton’s (deuteron’s) dynamics and the host are
mutually determined. The host-and-tunneling system is not separable, and the physics of the
proton-tunneling systems must be revised.(5)
Typical examples are KH2 PO4 (KDP) and its analogs.(6) They were discovered as a novel
family of ferroelectric (FE) compounds in the late 1930’s by Busch and Scherer.(7) It was
shown that KDP undergoes a paraelectric (PE) to FE transition at a critical temperature of
≈ 123 K. It was also found that upon substitution of Ammonium for Potassium the resulting
NH4 H2 PO4 (ADP) becomes antiferroelectric (AFE) below Tc = 148 K,(8) although chemically
the NH4+ ion usually behaves similarly to the alkali metal ions, in particular K+ and Rb+ .
The structures of the AFE phase of ADP and the FE phase of KDP are depicted schematically
from a top view in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(c), respectively. Both materials exhibit strong H →
D isotope effects on their transition temperatures. In subsequent years KDP and ADP have
found extensive applications in electro-optical and laser spectroscopy. Nowadays, they are
widely used in controlling and modulating the frequency of laser radiation in optoelectronic
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devices, amongst other uses such as TV screens, electro-optic deﬂector prisms, interdigital
electrodes, light deﬂectors, and adjustable light ﬁlters.(6) Besides the technological interest
in these materials, they were also extensively studied from a fundamental point of view.
KDP is considered the prototype FE crystal for the wide family of the H-bonded ferroelectric
materials, while ADP is the analogous prototype for the AFE crystals belonging to this family.
What makes these materials particularly interesting is the possibility of growing quite large,
high-quality single crystals from solution, thus making them very suitable for experimental
studies. Indeed, a large wealth of experimental data has been accumulated during second half
of the past century. (4; 6; 9–13)

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of (a) AFE phase of ADP, (b) hypothetical FE phase in ADP,
and (c) FE phase of KDP. The structures are shown from a top (z-axis) view. Acid H-bonds
are shown by dotted lines while in case (a) short and long N-H· · · O bonds are represented
by short-dashed and long-dashed lines, respectively. Fractional z coordinates of the
phosphate units are also indicated in (a).
The phosphates in KDP and ADP are linked through approximately planar H-bonds forming
a three-dimensional network. In the PE phase at high temperature, hydrogens occupy with
equal probability two symmetrical positions along the H-bond separated a distance δ (Fig.
2), characterizing the so-called disordered phase. Below the critical temperature in both
compounds, hydrogens fall into one of the symmetric sites, leading to the ordered FE phase
in KDP (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 1(c)), or the AFE phase in ADP (Fig. 1(a)). In KDP the spontaneous
polarization Ps appears perpendicular to the proton ordering plane (see Fig. 2), the PO4
tetrahedra becoming distorted. In ADP, there is an ordered AFE phase with dipoles pointing
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in alternating directions along chains in the basal plane (Fig. 1(a)). In both cases, each PO4 unit
has two covalently bonded and two H-bonded hydrogens, in accordance with the well-known
ice rules. The oxygen atoms that bind covalently to the acid H are called donors (O2 in Figs. 1
and 2), and those H-bonded are called acceptors (O1 in Figs. 1 and 2).
The proton conﬁgurations found around each phosphate in the AFE and FE phases of ADP
and KDP, respectively, are essentially different, as depicted in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(c). The
low-temperature FE phase of KDP is characterized by local proton conﬁgurations around
phosphates called polar, with electric dipoles and a net spontaneous polarization pointing
along the z direction (Fig. 1(c)). There are two possible polar conﬁgurations which are built
with protons attached to the bottom or the top oxygens in the phosphate, and differ in the sign
of the corresponding dipoles along z. These are the lowest-energy conﬁgurations realized in
the FE phase of KDP. On the other hand, the low-temperature AFE phase of ADP has local
proton arrangements in the phosphates called lateral. In fact, these conﬁgurations have two
protons laterally attached to two oxygens, one at the top and the other at the bottom of the
phosphate units (Fig. 1(a)). There are four possible lateral conﬁgurations, which yields four
different orientations of the local dipoles along the basal plane. Another important feature of
the ADP structure is the existence of short and long N-H· · · O bonds in the AFE phase, which
link the ammonium with different neighboring phosphates (Fig. 1(a)).

P

2R

O2

δ

O2
K
O1

O1

P

44%

23%
33%

Fig. 2. Schematic lateral view of the atomic motions (solid arrows) happening upon
off-centering of the H-atoms which correspond to the FE mode pattern in KDP. Also shown
are the concomitant electronic charge redistributions (dotted curved arrows) and the
percentages of the total charge redistributed between different orbitals and atoms.
Although considerable progress has been made during the last century, a complete
understanding of the FE and AFE transition mechanisms in KDP and ADP is still lacking.
The six possible proton conﬁgurations obeying the ice rules observed in the low-temperature
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phases of KDP and ADP, polar and lateral arrangements respectively, were considered earlier
by Slater to develop an order-disorder local model for the phase transition in KDP. (14) Slater
assigned energies 0 and s > 0 to the polar and lateral conﬁgurations respectively in his model
for KDP, and predicted a sharp ﬁrst-order FE transition. But because it is a static model in its
original form, it is difﬁcult to use it for understanding, in particular, dynamic properties, such
as electric transport and related protonic hopping in the low temperature FE phase. (15) Takagi
improved the theory by including the possibility of conﬁgurations with one or three protons
attached to the phosphate (Takagi conﬁgurations) with energy t per phosphate, which is well
above those of the polar and lateral conﬁgurations. (16) These conﬁgurations violate the ice
rules and arise, e.g., when a proton from a H-bond common to two polar states moves to
the other bond side. This leads to the formation of a Takagi-pair defect in two neighboring
phosphates that ﬁnally remain with one and three protons. (17) The Takagi defects, which are
the basic elements of domain walls between regions of opposite polarization, may propagate
throughout the lattice and are relevant for the dynamic behavior of the system. (15)
On the other hand, a modiﬁcation of the original order-disorder Slater model,(14) with
a negative Slater energy s < 0 proposed by Nagamiya, was the ﬁrst explanation of
antiferroelectricity in ADP. (18) This model favors the AFE ordering of lateral protonic
conﬁgurations in the O-H· · · O bridges, with dipoles along the basal plane, over the FE
ordering of polar conﬁgurations with dipoles oriented in the z direction in ADP (see the
schematic representation of the hypothetical FE state in ADP, Fig. 1(b)). However, this
alone is insufﬁcient to explain antiferroelectricity in ADP. Actually, FE states polarized in the
basal plane, not observed experimentally, have energies comparable to the AFE one.(19–21)
Ishibashi et al. introduced dipolar interactions in a four-sublattice version of the Slater model
to rule them out and predicted the observed ﬁrst-order AFE transition.(19; 20) Although
the general characteristics of the AFE transition are well explained by their theory, the
transversal and longitudinal dielectric properties are not consistently determined. Using an
extended pseudospin model that takes into account the transverse polarization induced by
the proton displacements along the H-bonds, Havlin et al. were able to explain successfully
the dielectric-constant data.(22) The above model explanation of the AFE proton ordering
in the low-temperature phase of ADP (Fig. 1(a)) was conﬁrmed by neutron diffraction
measurements.(23) Based on that structural data, Schmidt proposed an effective interaction
of acid protons across the NH4+ ion providing the needed dipolar coupling that leads to
the AFE ordering. Although there is no clear microscopic justiﬁcation for that speciﬁc
interaction, this model led to successful mean ﬁeld simulations for ADP and the proton glass
Rb1− x (NH4 )x H2 PO4 .(15; 24)
Strong experimental evidence for the coexistence of the FE and AFE domains as T approaches
the AFE transition from above has been obtained in EPR studies on ADP using the (AsO4 )4−
radical as probe.(25; 26) This suggests that the FE state (Fig. 1(b)) is very close to the AFE
ground state (Fig. 1(a)), but there has been no further theoretical justiﬁcation. Within a model
view, a delicate balance between the bare Slater energy and the dipolar interactions would
favor one of them.(20)
The strong H → D isotope effects exhibited by these materials on their FE or AFE transition
temperatures (the critical temperature Tc nearly doubles in the deuterated compounds)(6) are
still being debated. This giant effect was ﬁrst explained by the quantum tunneling model
proposed in the early sixties. (27) Within the assumption of interacting, single-proton double
wells, this model proposes that individual protons tunnel between the two wells. Protons
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have a larger tunnel splitting and are more delocalized than deuterons, thus favoring the
onset of the disordered PE phase at a lower Tc . Improvements of the above model to
explain the phase transition in KDP include coupling between the proton and the K-PO4
dynamics. (28–33) These models have been validated a posteriori on the basis of their
predictions, although there is no direct experimental evidence of tunneling. Only very recent
neutron Compton scattering experiments seem to indicate the presence of tunneling.(34)
However, the connection between tunneling and isotope effect remains unclear, in spite of
recent careful experiments.(35)
On the other hand, a series of experiments carried out since the late eighties (4; 36–40)
provided increasing experimental evidence that the geometrical modiﬁcation of the H-bonds
and the lattice parameters upon deuteration (Ubbelohde effect (2)) is intimately connected to
the mechanism of the phase transition. The distance δ between the two collective equilibrium
positions of the protons (see Fig. 2) was shown to be remarkably correlated with Tc .(4)
Therefore, it seems that proton and host cage are connected in a non-trivial way, and are
not separable.(5) These ﬁndings stimulated new theoretical work where virtually the same
phenomenology could be explained without invoking tunneling. (41–45) However, these
theories were developed at a rather phenomenological level.
Because of the fundamental importance of the FE and AFE phenomena, as well as from
the materials-engineering point of view, it was desirable to carry out quantum mechanical
calculations at the ﬁrst principles (ab initio) level to understand the transition mechanism
as well as the isotope effects on the various properties of these materials. These approaches
have the advantage of allowing for a conﬁdent and parameter-free analysis of the microscopic
changes affecting the different phases in these H-bonded FE and AFE compounds. Such an
enterprise has recently been possible via the availability of efﬁcient algorithms and large-scale
computational facilities. Thus we have carried out ab-initio quantum-theoretical calculations
on KDP, (17; 46–48) with particular emphasis on the H → D isotope effect in the ferroelectric
transition temperature Tc , that shifts from 123 K in KDP to 224 K on deuteration.(6) It was
found that the Tc -enhancement can be ascribed to tunneling, but with an additional feed-back
effect on the O-H· · · O potential wells.(47; 48)
Encouraged by the KDP results, we undertook a similar study on ADP, (21) because ADP and
its analogous AFE compounds such as NH4 H2 AsO4 (ADA) and their deuterated analogues
have received much less attention than KDP.(6; 15) Thus how the presence of the NH4+ units
renders antiferroectricity to ADP and ADA has not been well understood.(15; 18–20) Our ab
initio results showed that the optimization of the N-H· · · O bonds and the accompanying NH4+
distortions lead to the stabilization of the AFE phase over the FE one in ADP.(21)
The purpose of the present contribution is to review and discuss the fundamental behavior of
the FE and AFE H-bonded materials KDP and ADP, as explained by our recent ﬁrst-principles
calculations. The following questions are addressed: (i) What is the microscopic mechanism
leading to ferroelectricity in KDP and antiferroelectricity in ADP?, (ii) What is the quantum
mechanical explanation of the double-site distribution observed in the PE phases of KDP and
ADP?, (iii) How does deuteration produce geometrical effects?, (iv) What is the main cause of
the giant isotope effect: tunneling, the geometrical modiﬁcation of the H-bonds, or both?
In the next Section 2 we provide details of the methodology and approximations used. Section
3 is devoted to the ab initio results. In Subsection 3.1 we present and compare the structural
results with the available experimental data for both KDP and ADP. In Subsection 3.2 we
describe the electronic charge ﬂows involved in the instabilities of the systems. The question,
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why ADP turns out to be antiferroelectric, in contrast to KDP, is analyzed in Subsection 3.3.
Subsection 3.4 is devoted to the study of the energetics of several local polar conﬁgurations
embedded in the PE phase in both compounds. In Subsections 3.5 and 3.6 we present a
thorough study of quantum ﬂuctuations, and the controversial problem of the isotope effects.
In particular, in Subsection 3.5 we analyze the geometrical effects and the issue of tunneling
at ﬁxed potential and discuss important consequences for these compounds. We also provide
in Subsection 3.6 an explanation for the giant isotope effect observed in KDP by means of a
self-consistent quantum mechanical model based on the ab initio data. Similar implications
for ADP and other compounds of the H-bonded ferroelectrics family are also discussed.
In Subsection 3.7 we review additional ab initio results obtained for KDP: pressure effects,
structure and energetics of Slater and Takagi defects and the development of an atomistic
model. Finally, in Section 4 we discuss the above issues and present our conclusions.

2. Ab initio method and computational details
The ﬁrst-principles calculations have been carried out within the framework of the density
functional theory (DFT), (49; 50) using the SIESTA program. (51; 52) This is a fully
self-consistent DFT method that employs a linear combination of pseudoatomic orbitals
(LCAO) of the Sankey-Niklewsky type as basis functions (53). These orbitals are strictly
conﬁned in real space, what is achieved by imposing the boundary condition that they vanish
at a certain cutoff radius in the pseudoatomic problem (i.e. the atomic problem where the
Coulomb potential was replaced by the same pseudopotential that will be used in the solid
state). With this conﬁnement condition, the solutions are slightly different from the free
atom case and have somewhat higher energy. In this approximation, the relevant parameter
is precisely the orbital conﬁnement energy Ec which is deﬁned as the difference in energy
between the eigenvalues of the conﬁned and the free orbitals. We set in our calculations
a value of Ec =50 meV. By decreasing this value further we have checked that we obtain
total energies and geometries with sufﬁcient accuracy. In the representation of the valence
electrons, we used double-zeta bases with polarization functions (DZP), i.e. two sets of
orbitals for the angular momenta occupied in the isolated atom, and one set more for the ﬁrst
nonoccupied angular momentum (polarization orbitals). With this choice, we again obtain
enough accuracy in our calculations.(47; 48)
The interaction between ionic cores and valence electrons is represented by
nonlocal, norm-conserving pseudopotentials of the Troullier-Martins type.(54) The
exchange-correlation energy functional was computed using the gradient-corrected
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) approximation.(55) This functional gives excellent results
for the equilibrium volume and bulk modulus of H-bonded ice Ih when compared to other
approximations.(56) On the other hand, the BLYP functional,(57; 58) which gives very
good results for molecular H-bonded systems,(59) yields results of quality inferior to PBE
when used in the solid state.(48) The real-space grid used to compute the Coulomb and
exchange-correlation numerical integrals corresponded to an equivalent energy cutoff of 125
Ry. These approximations, especially those related to the conﬁnement of the pseudoatomic
orbitals, were also tested against results from standard pseudopotential plane-wave
calculations. (48)
The PE phases of KDP and ADP have a body-centered tetragonal (bct) structure with 2 formula
units (f.u.) per lattice site (16 atoms in KDP and 24 atoms in ADP). For the calculations
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that describe homogeneous distortions in KDP, we used the conventional bct cell (4 f.u.),
but doubled along the tetragonal c axis. This supercell comprises 8 f.u. (64 atoms). A
larger supercell is required to describe local distortions. To this end, we used the equivalent
conventional f ct cell (containing 8 f.u., and axes rotated through 45 degrees with respect to
the conventional bct cell), also doubled along the c-axis (128 atoms). For the different phases
studied for ADP (FE, AFE, PE), we used the equivalent conventional fct cell. In the following,
and unless we state the contrary, the calculations were conducted using a Γ-point sampling of
the Brillouin zone (BZ), which proved to be a good approximation due to the large supercells
used.(48) The calculations of local distortions in ADP were performed in a 16 f.u. supercell
using a 6 k-points BZ sampling, which proved sufﬁcient for convergence.(60)

3. Ab initio results
3.1 Characterization of the structures of KDP and ADP

We have performed different computational experiments with the aim of characterizing all
phases of KDP and ADP. First, we optimized the PE phase structure of KDP. To this end,
we ﬁxed the lattice parameters to the experimental values at Tc +5 K in the conventional bct
cell,(61) and constrained the H-atoms to remain centered in the O-H· · · O bonds. The full-atom
relaxation in these conditions leads to what we call the centered tetragonal (CT) structure,
which can be interpreted as an average structure (HO ’s centered in the H-bonds) of the true
PE phase.(48) Actually, neutron diffraction experiments have shown that the hydrogens in
this phase occupy with equal probability two equivalent positions along the H-bond distant
δ/2 from the center (Fig. 2).(4; 62) The results of the relaxations with the above constraint for
the H to maintain the PE phase show a satisfactory agreement of the structural parameters
compared to the experiment, except for the dOO distance which turns out to be too short (see
Table 1).
We also relaxed all the internal degrees of freedom, but now ﬁxing the simulation cell to
the experimental orthorhombic structure at Tc − 10 K in the conventional f ct cell. (61) The
calculated geometrical parameters are shown in Table 1 compared to experimental data. In
general the agreement is quite reasonable, again with the exception of the O-O distance.
A detailed analysis revealed that the underestimation in the O-O bond length originates from
the approximate character of the exchange-correlation functional, although in the case of
the PE phase, it is due in part to the constraint imposed.(48) In fact, it is found in GGA
gas-phase calculations of H3 O2− an underestimation in dOO of ≈ 0.06 Å when compared
to quantum chemical calculations.(63) Moreover, ﬁrst-principles test calculations indicate a
similar underestimation for the water dimer O-O distance compared to the experimental
values.(48; 64) On the other hand, the potential for protons or deuterons in the H-bond is very
sensitive to the O-O distance.(48) Thus, in order to avoid effects derived from this feature in
the following calculations, the O-O distances are ﬁxed to the experimental values observed in
the PE phase, unless we state the contrary.
Using a similar procedure, we calculated the PE structure of ADP.(60) We found that the
agreement is good compared to the experimental data, as is shown in Table 1.(65; 66) In
a second step, we relaxed all atom positions but now ﬁxing the lattice parameters to the
orthorhombic experimental cell of ADP.(65) In this case, we have also allowed the O-O
distance to relax, since we were interested in the overall structure. The relaxation in the
orthorhombic structure leads to an AFE phase in fair agreement with the experiment (see
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Table 1). Although the calculated P-O bonds are somewhat longer than the experimental
values, the degree of tetrahedra distortion measured by the difference between d(P-O2 )
and d(P-O1 ) is well reproduced by the calculations. The calculated O-O distance is now
underestimated only by 1.5% in comparison to the experimental value, which is again due to
the approximation of the exchange-correlation functional as explained above. Although the
N-H· · · O distance is in general well reproduced, the calculated geometry of NH4+ turns out to
be a little expanded respect to the experiment. This could be ascribed to an underestimation
in the degree of covalency of the N-H bond due to the orbital-conﬁnement approximation in
the ﬁrst principles calculation with the SIESTA code. On the other hand, the proton shift δ/2
from the H-bond center turns out to be about half the value of that from the x-ray experiment
(see Table 1). However, high resolution neutron diffraction results of δ for ADP lie close to the
corresponding value for the isomorphic compound KDP,(62) which is ≈ 0.34 Å at atmospheric
pressure, in fair agreement with the present calculations. Moreover, our calculated value of
δ is close to that found in ab initio calculations for KDP, (48) which is reasonable since the
H-bond geometry is expected to depend mostly on the local environment which is similar for
both compounds. Therefore, we conclude that the experimental value of δ in the AFE phase
of ADP, as is shown in Table 1, may be overestimated because of the low resolution of x-rays
to determine proton positions.(65)
In the calculated AFE structure arising from the all-atom relaxation (see the schematic plot
for the pattern of atom distortions in Fig. 3 (c)), the ammonium ion displaces laterally about
u min
N = 0.09 Å producing a dipole that reinforces that determined by the lateral arrangement
of acid protons in the phosphate. On the other hand, if we allow the system to relax following
the FE pattern in ADP as shown in Fig. 3(b), the relaxed structure is that plotted schematically
in Fig. 1 (b) with an energy slightly higher than that for the AFE minimum. (21) In this
calculated FE phase of ADP, the ammonium ion displaces along z about 0.05 Å reinforcing the
z dipoles produced by the arrangement of acid protons in the phosphates, which is analogous
to the behavior of the K+ ion in KDP (see FE mode in KDP as plotted in Fig. 2). (47; 48)
3.2 Charge redistributions associated with the instabilities in KDP and ADP

We have analyzed the charge redistributions produced by the ordered proton off-centering in
KDP (48) and ADP (60). To this aim, we computed the changes in the Mulliken orbital and
bond-overlap populations in going from the PE phases to the FE and AFE phases of KDP and
ADP, respectively. We have also performed the analysis of the charge redistributions in the
non-observed FE phase of ADP. The ordered phases for both compounds were calculated in
a hypothetical tetragonal structure in order to be able to compute charge differences related
to the PE phase. (46; 48) Mulliken populations depend strongly on the choice of the basis
set. Differences, however, are much less sensitive. The results are shown in Table 2 for the
atoms and bonds pertaining to the O-H· · · O bridges and the phosphates in both materials
(also shown is the K atom population for KDP).
As a common feature for both compounds, we observe an increase of the charge localized
around O1 with the main contribution provided by a decrease in the O2 charge. This
is followed by an increase in the acid hydrogen population for ADP and minor charge
redistributions in the remaining atoms for both compounds. The signiﬁcant enhancement
of the population of the O1 atom is also accompanied by an increase in the bond overlap
population of the O2 -H, and O1 -P bonds and a decrease of this magnitude in the O1 · · · H and
O2 -P bonds. The trends observed in Table 2 are conﬁrmed by charge density difference plots
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Structural
parameters
a
b
c
d(O-O)
d(O2 -HO )
δ
d(P-O1 )
d(P-O2 )
<O1 -P-O1
<O2 -P-O2
<O1 · · · H-O2
d(N-H1N )
d(N-H2N )
d(N-O1 )
d(N-O2 )
d(N-H1N ...O1 )
d(N-H2N ...O2 )

PE
ADP
KDP
AI
Exp
AI Expc
- 7.473 a - 7.426
- 7.473 a - 7.426
- 7.542 a - 6.931
- 2.481 a 2.407 2.483
1.240 1.049 b 1.204 1.071
0 0.377 b 0 0.341
1.541 1.538 b 1.592 1.543
1.541 1.538 b 1.592 1.543
108.6 108.6 b 108.6 110.6
108.6 108.6 b 108.6 110.6
180.0 177.1 b 176.6 178.2
1.048 1.002 b 1.048 1.002 b 3.170 3.172 b 3.170 3.172 b 2.895
2.895
-

AFE(ADP)
AI
2.462
1.093
0.277
1.572
1.618
111.7
104.6
175.3
1.052
1.042
3.139
3.182
2.779
2.923

Expa
7.503
7.512
7.488
2.50
0.90
0.70
1.522
1.566
112.5
104.7
0.90
0.83
3.152
3.152
-

FE(KDP)
AI
2.446
1.108
0.230
1.572
1.618
114.5
107.6
176.8
-

Expc
10.546
10.466
6.926
2.497
1.056
0.385
1.516
1.579
114.6
106.7
179.4
-

Table 1. Comparison of the ab initio (AI) calculated internal structure parameters of KDP and
ADP (Ref.(60)) with experimental data for the PE, AFE(ADP) and FE(KDP) phases
considered in the text. Distances in Å and angles in degrees.
a Ref. (65); b Ref. (66); c Ref. (61)
in these systems. (21; 46; 48) Thus, when the protons displace off-center and approach the O2
atom, the charge localizes mostly in the O1 atom and to a lesser extent in the O1 -P orbitals.
This is accompanied by a weakening of the O1 · · · H bond and a strengthening of the O1 -P
bond, which shortens (see Table 1). On the other hand, the charge ﬂows away from the O2
atom and the O2 -P bond and localizes mostly in the O2 -H bond which strengthens. Then,
the PO4 tetrahedron distortion as observed in Table 1 is a consequence of the strengthening
and weakening of the O1 -P and O2 -P bonds respectively, as the protons displace off-center
in the H-bonds. The overall effect of the acid H’s off-centering in the PO4 + acid H-bond
subsystem of ADP and KDP can be summarized as a ﬂow of electronic charge from the O2
side of the phosphate tetrahedron towards the O1 side with a concomitant modiﬁcation of
its internal geometry. Thus, the charge redistributions results for the acid H-bonds shown in
Table 2 enable us to conclude that the behavior for these bonds in both compounds are very
similar. (21; 46; 48) A schematic view of the displacements of the atoms along the FE mode in
KDP and the accompanying electronic charge redistributions produced upon off-centering of
the H-atoms is shown in Fig. 2.
We have also compared in ADP the behavior of the N-H· · · O bonds between oxygen and
ammonium in the AFE phase with that in the hypothetical FE one (See the schematic lateral
view in Fig. 3(b)).(60) To this aim, we computed the changes in the Mulliken orbital
and bond-overlap populations for these bonds in going from the PE to the AFE and FE
conﬁgurations. The results are shown in Table 3. When the acid H’s are displaced with the
FE pattern of Fig. 3 (b), all H N ’s remain equivalent and the O· · · H N bonds weaken. This
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Phase
FE(KDP)
AFE(ADP)
FE(ADP)

O1
+82
+100
+93

O2
-58
-151
-151

P
-8
+5
+2

H
-17
+35
+36

O1 -P
+46
+44
+52

O2 -P O1 · · · H O2 -H K
-44
-91
+70 -3
-33
-98
+91 -43
-91
+86 -

Table 2. Changes Δq = q( x ) − q ( PE ) (x = AFE,FE for ADP or FE for KDP) in the Mulliken orbital and
bond overlap populations in going from the PE to the AFE and FE phases in ADP (60) or to the FE phase
in KDP (48). Shown are populations of the atoms and bonds belonging to the phosphates and the
O-H· · · O bridges in both compounds. Also reported is the result for the K atom in KDP. Units in e/1000.
Phase N H2N H1N N-H1N N-H2N O1 · · · H1N O2 · · · H2N
AFE +7 +7 -9
-4
+4
+16
-14
+3
-7
-7
FE +1 +1 +1 +3
Table 3. Changes Δq = q( x ) − q ( PE ) (x = AFE or FE) in the Mulliken orbital and bond overlap
populations in going from the PE to the AFE and FE phases in ADP (60). Shown are populations of the
atoms and bonds belonging to the NH4+ ions and the N-H· · · O bridges . Units in e/1000.
behavior is compatible with the decrease in the bond overlap population for this bond in
Table 3. On the contrary, with the AFE distortion (see Fig. 3(c)), the arising short and long
N-H· · · O bonds behave in an opposite way. In fact, the long N-H2N · · · O2 bond suffers a
decrease in the O2 · · · H2N bond overlap population and a weakening of the bond while the
corresponding magnitude of the short N-H1N · · · O1 bond increases and the bond strengthens.
The charge variations are observed to be nearly twice the corresponding value for the
analogue magnitude in the FE phase. Similarly, in the AFE phase the N-H2N bond strengthens
with a slight increment in the bond overlap population and the N-H1N bond weakens with a
decrease in the localized charge. These charge redistributions in the ammonium tetrahedron
give rise to its distortion (see Table 1). As a consequence, we observe a charge ﬂow from the
long to the short N-H· · · O bonds which is concomitant to the ammonium distortion, absent in
the FE phase.(60) This behavior is also observed in charge density difference plots for ADP.(21)
In the next Section we discuss how the charge ﬂow inside ammonium and its distortion are
related to the stabilization of the AFE phase over the FE one in ADP.(21)
3.3 Origin of antiferroelectricity in ADP

With the aim of studying the AFE and FE instabilities and their relative importance in ADP,
we have performed different calculations.(21) First we consider the joint displacement of N
and acid HO protons from their centered positions in the PE phase, denoted by u N and u HO
respectively. These are performed in two cases: (i) following the AFE pattern of distortion (see
Fig. 3(c)), and (ii) following the FE pattern (see Fig. 3(b)). The H N ’s of the ammonium and
P’s are allowed to relax (this is always the case unless we state the contrary), while the O’s
remain ﬁxed for the reasons explained in Subsection 3.1. The ab-initio total-energy curve is
plotted in Fig. 3(a) as a function of u HO , for the concerted motion of HO and N corresponding
to each pattern. We observe that the calculated minimum-energy AFE state is only slightly
more stable than the FE counterpart, with a small energy difference of 3.6 meV/f.u. (f.u. =
formula unit). With the O’s relaxations the AFE state remains 1.25 meV/f.u. below the FE
one. If we additionally relax the lattice parameters according to the symmetries of each phase,
this difference grows to ≈ 3.8 meV/f.u. We have also determined recently the closeness in
energy to the AFE state of two other possible ordered phases with translational symmetry
and xy-polarized PO4 tetrahedra.(21) Thus, we conﬁrm the closeness between the AFE and FE
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states in ADP, a fact that suports Ishibashi’s model (19; 20) and also provides an explanation
for the coexistence of AFE and FE microregions near the AFE transition.(25; 26)

Fig. 3. (a) Energy as a function of the acid H displacement u HO for different patterns of
atomic displacements corresponding to the FE and AFE distortions depicted in Figs. 3(b) and
3(c) respectively. u min
HO denotes the HO displacement at the corresponding energy minimum.
In addition to the full FE or AFE modes, other curves show the effect of imposing different
constraints while performing the FE or AFE modes: N ﬁxed or NH4+ moved rigid as in the
PE phase. Lateral views of the ADP formula unit indicate the atomic displacements in the (b)
FE and (c) AFE modes. White arrows correspond to displacements imposed according to
each mode, dashed arrows to accompanying relaxations.
In order to determine the mechanism for the stabilization of the AFE vs FE state, we also
considered the energy contribution of the N and HO motion separately.(21) If we set u HO = 0,
a ﬁnite displacement u N along z (see Fig. 3(b)) does not contribute to any energy instability in
the FE case. Moreover, the N displacement along the xy-plane in the AFE case (see Fig. 3(c))
produces a very tiny instability (less than 1 meV/f.u.). Alternatively, we move the acid HO ’s
and set u N = 0, i.e. N’s are ﬁxed to their positions in the PE phase (see Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)). We
observe in this case a larger energy decrease for the FE pattern compared to the AFE one (see
circles in Fig. 3(a)). It is worth mentioning that here the H N ’s relaxations in the ammonium
are very small in contrast with the case where both N and HO ’s are allowed to displace. In
the FE case, a further energy decrease of less than 10% of the total instability is achieved
when the N’s are allowed to move together with the HO ’s (see open circles and squares at the
energy minima in Fig. 3(a)). The fact that the FE-pattern relaxation with u HO = 0 does not
produce any instability prompts us to conclude that the source of the FE instability in ADP
is the acid proton off-centering (u HO = 0), similar to what is found in KDP.(48) The proton
off-centering also produces the AFE instability, but this motion alone is insufﬁcient to explain
antiferroelectricity in ADP.(21)
Finally, we have considered the displacements of all atoms following the pattern of the AFE
mode, with the only constraint that the structure of the NH4+ groups is kept rigidly symmetric
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as in the PE phase.(21) The energies obtained in this case are shown by solid diamonds in
Fig. 3(a), which have to be compared to those corresponding to the full relaxation of the FE
phase by open squares (in the last case H N relaxations in the NH4+ groups are negligible).
We observe that the FE state is more stable than the AFE one as long as the NH4+ tetrahedra
are not allowed to deform by relaxing their H N ’s. Notice that by not allowing the relaxation
of the ammonium, this ion behaves in the same way as the K+ ion in KDP, where the FE
phase is more stable than the AFE distortions.(48; 67) If we allow for the optimization of the
N-H· · · O bridges by relaxing the NH4+ , the stabilization of the AFE state against the FE one is
achieved. This energy decrease is visualized in Fig. 3(a) by the arrow between full diamonds
and squares at u HO /u min
HO = 1. Therefore, the origin of antiferroelectricity in ADP is ascribed
to the optimal formation of N-H· · · O bridges.(21) This conclusion is further supported by
a study of the energy variation produced by a global rigid rotation of the NH4+ molecules
around the z-axis.(21)
3.4 Local instabilities and the nature of the PE phases of KDP and ADP

The observed proton double-occupancy in the PE phases of KDP and ADP,(38; 61; 62) is
an indication of the order-disorder character of the observed transitions. The origin of this
phenomenon can be ascribed either to static or thermally activated dynamic disorder, or to
tunneling between the two sites. The physics behind these scenarios is intimately connected
to the instabilities of the system with respect to correlated but localized H motions in the PE
phase, including also the possibility of heavy-ions relaxation.
We have analyzed localized distortions by considering increasingly larger clusters embedded
in a host PE matrix of KDP (47; 48) and ADP (60). For the reasons exposed above, the host is
modeled by protons centered between oxygens, and the experimental structural parameters
(including the O-O distances) of KDP and ADP in their PE phases.(61; 65) In order to assess the
effect of the volume increase observed upon deuteration, we also analyzed the analogous case
of D in DKDP by expanding the host structural parameters to the corresponding experimental
values.(47; 48; 61) We also compared qualitatively the effect of volume expansion in ADP
by considering a larger equilibrium O-O distance in the lattice.(60) The trends are compared
qualitatively to the case of KDP, although we have to bear in mind that the instabilites in both
systems have a different character (FE in KDP and AFE in ADP).
First, we considered distortions for clusters comprising N hydrogens (deuteriums) in KDP:
(a) N=1 H(D) atom, (b) N=4 H(D) atoms which connect a PO4 group to the host, (c) N=7 H(D)
atoms localized around two PO4 groups, and (d) N=10 H(D) atoms localized around three
PO4 groups. The correlated motions follow the pattern for the FE mode shown in Fig. 2.
We represented the correlated pattern with a single collective coordinate x whose value
coincides with the H(D) off-center displacement δ/2 (see Fig. 2). Notice that this coordinate is
equivalent to that deﬁned above as u HO for the proton off-centering. For the sake of simplicity,
we considered equal displacements along the direction of the O-O bonds for all the hydrogen
atoms in the cluster. Two cases were considered: (i) ﬁrst, we imposed displacements only on H
atoms, maintaining all other atoms ﬁxed, (ii) second, we also allowed for the relaxation of the
heavy ions K and P, which follow the ferroelectric mode pattern as expected (Fig. 2). In a next
step, we quantized the cluster motion in the corresponding effective potential to determine the
importance of tunneling in the disordered phase of KDP. Although, rigorously speaking, the
size dependence should be studied for larger clusters than those mentioned here, short-range
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quantum ﬂuctuations in the PE phase are sufﬁciently revealing, especially far away from the
critical point.
We show in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) the total ab initio energy as a function of the collective
coordinate x for the clusters considered in KDP and DKDP, respectively.(47; 48) In the case
of KDP, all the clusters considered are stable if only hydrogens are displaced. Actually, the
largest cluster calculated (N=10) is very stable, as indicated by the open circles in Fig. 4(a). In
the expanded lattice of DKDP, results indicate a small barrier of ∼ 6 meV for the N=7 move,
and a larger value of ≈ 25 meV for the N=10 cluster (see open squares and circles respectively
in Fig. 4(b)).

(a) KDP

10

50

(b) DKDP

0

Energy [meV]
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0

-50
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-100
4-H
7-H
10-H

-10
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0

0.1
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x [Å]
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0.05
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0.15

0.2
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Fig. 4. Energy proﬁles for correlated local distortions in (a) KDP and (b) DKDP. Reported are
clusters of: 4 H(D) (diamonds), 7 H(D) (squares), and 10 H(D) (circles). Empty symbols and
dashed lines indicate that only the H(D) atoms move. Motions that involve also heavy atoms
(P and K) are represented by ﬁlled symbols and solid lines. Negative GS energies signaling
tunneling, are shown by dotted lines. Lines are guide to the eye only.
The energy proﬁles vary drastically when we allow the heavy atoms relaxations for the above
correlated motions in KDP.(47; 48) Now, clusters involving two or more PO4 units exhibit
instabilities in both KDP and DKDP. In the case of the N=10 cluster, the barrier in DKDP is
of the order of 150 meV. The appearance of these instabilities provides a measure of the FE
correlation length in the system. In the expanded DKDP lattice, the instabilities are much
stronger, and the correlation length is accordingly shorter than in KDP.
In the next step, we solved the Schrödinger equation for the collective coordinate x for each
cluster in the corresponding effective potentials of Fig. 4.(47; 48) To this aim, we calculated the
effective mass for the local collective motion of the cluster as μ = ∑i mi a2i , where i runs over
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the displacing atoms and mi are their corresponding atomic masses. In this equation, ai is the
i-atom displacement at the minimum from its position in the PE phase, relative to the H(D)
displacement.
In the cases where only the N deuteriums are displaced in the unstable clusters of DKDP
(see Fig. 4(b)), all by the same amount, the calculated ground states (GS) energies lie above
the barriers. Thus, tunneling of H (D) alone seems to be precluded as an explanation of the
double site occupancy observed in the PE phases of KDP and DKDP, at least for clusters of up
to 10 hydrogens (deuteriums).(47; 48)
When the heavier atoms are allowed to relax, the effective masses per H(D) calculated for
these correlated motions in different clusters are about μ H ≈ 2.3 (μ D ≈ 3.0) proton masses
(m p ) in KDP (DKDP), respectively. The resulting GS energy levels are quantized below
the barrier for all clusters including the heavy atoms motion in DKDP (see dotted lines in
Fig. 4(b)). Thus, there is a clear sign of tunneling for the correlated D motions involving
also the heavy ions.(47; 48) These collective motions can be understood as a local distortion
reminiscent of the global FE mode. (68) On the other hand, even the largest cluster considered
(N=10) in KDP, has the GS level quantized above the barrier. The critical cluster size where
the onset of tunneling is observed provides a rough indication of the correlation volume:
it comprises more than 10 hydrogens in KDP, but no more than 4 deuteriums in DKDP.
Thus, the dynamics of the order-disorder transition would involve fairly large H(D)-clusters
together with heavy-atom (P and K) displacements. The observed proton double-occupancy
is explained in our calculations by the tunneling of large and heavy clusters.(47; 48) This is
conﬁrmed by the double-site distribution determined experimentally for the P atoms. (69; 70)
In the case of ADP, we have analyzed local cluster distortions embedded in its PE phase.(60)
We considered the experimental lattice in this phase,(65) and in order to vary the O-O
distance, the PO4 tetrahedra were rotated rigidly. We also let the ammonium relax to optimize
the N-H· · · O bridges. We considered displacements of N=1 proton, and also clusters of
N=4 and N=7 simultaneously displaced acid protons from their centered positions in the
H-bonds while keeping ﬁxed the rest of the atoms. In the cases of N=4 and N=7 protons
the displacement patterns correspond to the AFE mode (see Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 3(c)). We
calculated the total energy for each conﬁguration. We plot in Fig. 5 the resulting potential
proﬁles for the protons along the bridges as a function of their off-center displacements u HO
from the middle of the H-bonds. We observe that the off-centering of a single proton leads
to an energy minimum, at variance with the case of KDP.(48; 67) This behavior in ADP has
to be ascribed to the energy contributions of N-H· · · O bridges, which compensate the energy
increase due to the formation of Takagi pair defects. The variation of the O-O distance does not
affect this energy minimum, as well as the one observed at lower displacements for the N=4
and N=7 proton movements, thus conﬁrming that it can be related to the N-H· · · O bridges
in the three cases.(60) On the other hand, we observe that the second minimum at larger
distances is strongly dependent on the O-O distance. In fact, this minimum is incipient at
dOO =2.48 Å and is clearly seen at dOO =2.52 Å for the N=4 and N=7 proton displacements.
This instability is therefore ascribed to favorable lateral Slater conﬁgurations related to the
O-H· · · O bonds.(17; 60) The same bonds favor the formation of local polar conﬁgurations
in KDP at a similar H off-centering distance δ/2 (see Fig. 4).(47; 48) This minimum becomes
deeper for larger proton clusters and is located at a H off-centering distance which approaches
the one corresponding to the global ordered phases in both compounds.(21; 47)
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Fig. 5. Energy proﬁles for correlated proton distortions along the acid H-bonds as a function
of the acid proton displacement u HO in ADP. The results are shown for different O-O
distances in the crystal: a) dOO =2.48 Å and b) dOO =2.52 Å. Reported are clusters of N=1 H
(squares), N=4 H (circles), and N=7 H (triangles).
3.5 Geometrical effect vs tunneling

Let us now address the origin of the huge isotope effect on Tc , observed in KDP and its
family. After the pioneering work of Blinc,(27) the central issue in KDP has been whether
tunneling is or is not at the root of the large isotope effect. However, this fact was never
rigorously conﬁrmed, in spite of the large efforts made in this direction. Recently, a crucial set
of experiments done by Nelmes and coworkers indicated that the tunneling picture, at least in
its crude version, does not apply. Actually, by applying pressure and tuning conveniently the
D-shift parameter δ, they brought TcDKDP almost in coincidence with TKDP
, in spite of the mass
c
difference between D and H in both systems. (4; 38; 62) This indicates that the modiﬁcation of
the H-bond geometry by deuteration – the geometrical effect – is the preponderant mechanism
that accounts for the isotope effects in the transition.
The tunnel splitting Ω tends to vanish as the cluster size grows (N → ∞).(47; 48) On the other
hand, it is expected that for the nearly second-order FE transition in these systems,(71) only
the large clusters are relevant. For large tunneling clusters, the potential barriers are large
enough and the GS levels are sufﬁciently deep (see Fig. 4) that the relation h̄Ω H ( D)  K B Tc is
fulﬁlled so much for D as for H. The above relation implies, according to the tunneling model,
that a simple change of mass upon deuteration at ﬁxed potential could not explain the near
doubling of Tc . Let us consider the largest cluster (N=10) in Fig. 4 for DKDP, which is larger
than the crossover length in this system. In this case, the GS level amounts to EGS = -107 meV
(calculated with a total effective mass of μ D = 35.4 m p ). This value is well below the central
barrier. The corresponding tunneling splitting is of the order of h̄Ω D = 0.34 K. If we maintain
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the potential ﬁxed, and change the cluster effective mass to that for the non-deuterated case
(μ H = 25.3 m p ), the calculated tunnel splitting is now only slightly larger h̄Ω H = 1.74 K. As
TcDKDP ≈ 229K, the relation h̄Ω H ( D)  K B Tc is clearly satisﬁed. As a consequence, a small
change in Tc should be expected by the sole change of Ω at ﬁxed potential. This conclusion
agrees with the neutron diffraction results at high pressure,(4; 38; 62) where the isotope effect
in Tc appears to be very small at ﬁxed structural conditions.
We plot in Fig. 6 (a) the calculated proton and deuteron wave functions (WF) in the DKDP
ﬁxed potential for the N=7 cluster. The plot shows very slight differences between both WF.
Moreover, the distance between peaks as a function of the effective mass at ﬁxed potential
remains almost unchanged, as can be seen by the square symbols in Fig. 6 (c). We conclude
that the geometric effect in the H-bond at ﬁxed potential is very small.(47; 48)
In constrast to the case of DKDP, the proton WF for the N=7 cluster in the KDP potential
exhibits a broad single peak, as shown in Fig. 6 (a). Now, this question emerges: How can we
explain such a big geometric change in going from DKDP to KDP? After this question, the ﬁrst
observation comes from what is apparent in Fig. 4: energy barriers in DKDP are much larger
than those in KDP, implying that quantum effects are signiﬁcantly reduced in the expanded
DKDP lattice. On the other hand, we observe in Fig. 6(a) that the proton WF in KDP has more
weight around the middle of the H-bond (δc ≈ 0, where δc is the collective coordinate) than
in DKDP. In other words, due to quantum delocalization effects the proton is more likely to
be found at the H-centered position between oxygens than the deuteron. Consequently, as the
proton is pushed to the H-bond center due to zero-point motion the covalency of the bond
becomes stronger. The mixed effect of quantum delocalization and gain in covalency leads
to a geometric change of the O-H· · · O bridge, which in turn affects the crystal cohesion. In
fact, the increased probability of the proton to be midway between oxygens, strengthens the
O-H· · · O covalent grip and pulls the oxygens together, causing a small shrinking of the lattice.
The effect of this shrinking is to decrease the potential depth, making the proton even more
delocalized. This produces again an increase in the covalency of the O-H· · · O bond, pulling
effectively the oxygens together, an so on in a self-consistent way. We have identiﬁed this
self-consistent phenomenon as the one that shrinks the lattice from the larger classical value
to the smaller value found for KDP.(47; 48) Thus, the large geometrical effect in these systems
is attained by this self-consistent phenomenon, which in turn is triggered by tunneling. The
overall effect is eventually much larger than the deuteration effect obtained at ﬁxed potential.
The upper limit to the effect described above was evaluated with additional classical electronic
calculations by looking at the effects of H-centering in the FE phase of KDP.(47; 48) It
was found that the lattice volume shrinks about 2.3 % upon centering the H’s. Moreover,
at the equilibrium volume, the proton centering creates an equivalent pressure of ≈ 20
kbar. However, the protons are equally distributed on both sides of the bond in the true
high-temperature PE phase, thus reducing the magnitude of the effect.
3.6 The nonlinear self-consistent phenomenon and the isotope effects

The large geometric effect observed due to deuteration may be explained, as discussed in
the previous subsection, by a self-consistent mechanism combining quantum delocalization,
the modiﬁcation of the covalency in the bond, and the effect over the lattice parameters.
The mechanism is also capable of explaining, at least qualitatively, the increase in the order
parameter and Tc with deuteration. The origin of the self-consistent phenomenon is the
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Fig. 6. WF for the 7-H(D) cluster potential for (a) ab initio and (b) self-consistent model
calculations. Solid (dashed) lines are for D (H). Dotted line is for H in the DKDP potential. (c)
WF peak separation δp as a function of the cluster effective mass μ (given in units of the
proton mass) for the self-consistent model (circles) and for ﬁxed DKDP potential (squares).
Lines are guides to the eye.
difference in tunneling induced by different masses, but is strongly ampliﬁed through the
geometric modiﬁcation of the lengths and energy scales.
We have constructed a simple model which accounts for the non-linear self-consistent
behavior described above.(47; 48) To this aim, we considered the Schrödinger equation for
the clusters by adding to the underlying hydrogen potential a quadratic WF-dependent term.
The effective potential now reads:
Veff ( x ) = V0 ( x ) − k| Ψ( x )|2 ,

(1)

where x = δc /2 and V0 ( x ) is a quartic double-well similar to those of Fig. 4. The quadratic
term | Ψ( x )|2 produces the non-linear feedback in the model. In fact, the enhancement of the
proton delocalization relative to the deuteron leads to an increase of | Ψ( x )|2 at the center
(increased probability to be found at the middle of the H-bond), which in turn produces a
decrease in the barrier for the effective potential, which further delocalizes the proton, and so
on until self-consistency is achieved. The bare potential is written as follows:
⎡

2 
4 ⎤
2x
2x
,
+
V0 ( x ) = Eb0 ⎣−2
(2)
0
0
δmin
δmin
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0 . We have chosen the parameters
in terms of its energy barrier Eb0 and minima separation δmin
0
0
values k = 20.2 meV Å, Eb = 35 meV and δmin = 0.24 Å to qualitatively reproduce the WF
proﬁles in the cases of KDP (broad single peak) and DKDP (double peak), for the same cluster
size.(47; 48) The WF self-consistent solutions depend only on the effective mass μ, once these
parameters are ﬁxed. We show in Fig. 6 (b) the WF corresponding to μ D (solid line) and μ H
(dashed line), which are similar to those calculated from the ab initio potentials for the N=7
cluster (Fig. 6 (a)). Also shown in Fig. 6 (c) is the distance between peaks δp in the WF as a
function of μ. Starting from the ﬁnite value for μ D (DKDP), Fig. 6 (c) shows how δp decreases
remarkably towards lower μ values for the self-consistent solution. This happens until it
vanishes near μ H (KDP) (see circles in Fig. 6(c)). This behavior is in striking contrast with
the very weak dependence obtained at ﬁxed DKDP potential and geometry (square symbols in
Fig. 6(c)). The ampliﬁcation in the self-consistent geometrical modiﬁcation of the H-bond, as is
evidenced by the large mass dependence of the WF in Fig. 6(c), can now explain satisfactorily
the large isotope effect found in KDP.(47; 48)
We have shown in Subsection 3.5 that the energy barriers for proton transfer in clusters of
different sizes embedded in the PE phase of ADP, are strongly dependent on the O-O distance
and the cluster sizes (Fig. 5). This behavior is similar to that found in KDP (see Fig. 4).(47; 48)
As in that case, it is expected that the H → D substitution in ADP, which implies an increase of
the D localization near the potential minimum along the O-O bond, will lead to its weakening
and a lattice expansion. The consequent barrier-height increase would couple selfconsistently
with tunneling in the way described above leading to the large isotope effect observed in
ADP.(62) This mechanism is expected to be universal for the family of H-bonded ferroelectrics
exhibiting large isotope effects.

3.7 Additional ab initio results for KDP
3.7.1 Pressure effects

Neutron diffraction experiments under pressure revealed in the late eighties the importance
of structural modiﬁcations due to deuteration.(4; 62) A remarkable correlation was found
between Tc and the separation δ between the two equivalent positions along the H-bond,
observed to be occupied by the H(D) atoms. Moreover, the critical temperature Tc of KDP
could be almost perfectly reproduced by compressing DKDP in such a way as to bring
the value of δ to that of KDP at ambient pressure. Furthermore, Tc appears to be linearly
proportional to δ for different H-bonded ferroelectric materials, deuterated or not, all of them
ending at a universal point δ0 ≈ 0.2 Å as Tc goes to zero and the FE phase is no longer
possible.(62) The experiments then suggest that the effects of deuteration can be reverted by
applying pressure. This prompted us to explore the connection between pressure and isotope
effects by means of ﬁrst-principles calculations and the above described phenomenological
model. Deuterons, being heavier, have less probability than H to be found near the bond
center, where a collective double-well barrier exist (see Fig. 4). Thus they localize farther than
H from the bond center (larger δ). One might expect that by applying pressure to DKDP, thus
lowering the energy barrier at the bond center, the latter will be approached by the peak of the
D probability distribution. For the pressure at which the peak separation δ for DKDP coincides
with that of KDP, both would have the same Tc according to the observed phenomenology.(62)
Moreover, this Tc equality is observed for any pressure applied to KDP and correspondingly
higher pressure applied to DKDP such that their δ’s are brought in coincidence. However the δ
coincidence at the high pressures used in the experiments is achieved in our calculations only
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by taking into account the mutual self-consistent arrangement between D(H) distribution and
host structure (the geometrical effect), modeled as explained in Subsection 3.6 at the different
imposed pressures. More details on this analysis are given in Refs.(48; 72). These results give
further support to our self-consistent model explanation of the geometrical isotope effects.
3.7.2 Structure and energetics of Slater and Takagi defects

The observation by magnetic resonance experiments of deuterons jumping along the bridges
in the FE phase of DKDP,(73) allows for the appearance of phosphates with 2 latteral attached
D (called Slater defects) or a pair of neighboring phosphates, one with only 1 and the other
with 3 attached D’s (called Takagi defects, which violate the Ice rules). Slater and Takagi
defects have been accounted for in the modeling of domain-walls motion near the transition
in KDP and DKDP.(74; 75) The energies of these defects have been estimated from model
calculations in several compounds of the KDP-family.(76–79) By means of ab initio calculations
we had obtained the structure and stability of the Slater and Takagi defects in the FE phase
of KDP.(17) We showed that the Slater defects are stabilized only in form of defect chains.
In contrast, the Takagi defects are not stable. Our result for the energy necessary to form
a Takagi-pair defect is ≈ 54 meV, in fair good agreement with previous phenomenological
estimations.(76–79) For the determination of the Slater defect energy we had followed two
procedures. One of them was just to calculate the energy per phosphate for the meta-stable
conﬁguration of the Slater defect chain. We called this the correlated Slater defect energy, and
it has a value of 5 meV, in good agreement with the phenomenological estimations. The other
procedure was to displace the two hydrogens connecting three neighboring phosphates, in
such a way to leave two phosphates in Takagi conﬁgurations connected to an intermediate
phosphate in lateral Slater conﬁguration. This allowed us to obtain an uncorrelated Slater
defect energy of ≈ 17 meV. These results suggest that the phenomenological estimation
involve correlations between conﬁgurations of different H2 PO4 groups. We observed that
the formation of the Slater defect chains is accompanied by phosphate rotations, and a
concomitant lattice contraction in the basal plane. This allowed us to suggest that a lattice
contraction observed in the neighborhood of the phase transition (80; 81) can be ascribed to
an increase of the Slater defect population.
3.7.3 Developement of an atomistic model

The possibility of studying the FE-PE phase transition at a ﬁrst-principles level requires
the formation of clusters of enough size to enable tunneling, as described in Section
3.4. This is precluded by the required sizes of the simulation supercells, which leads to
exceedingly demanding computations. Even more demanding is the consideration of the
proton (deuterium) quantum dynamics. Therefore, in order to address these issues we
developed an extended shell model of KDP capable of describing reasonably well the physical
properties of the system in its different phases.(67; 82) We paid particular attention to those
properties that are relevant to the FE-PE phase transition. Fairly good agreement with
ﬁrst-principles and experimental results was achieved for the structural parameters, Γ-phonon
frequencies in both the PE and FE phases,(83) and the underlying potential energy for a single
H moving along the H-bond in the FE phase.(67) The total energies as a function of global
displacements with the FE mode pattern and as a function of local distortions in the PE phase
for the various cluster sizes analyzed in Section 3.4 in both KDP and DKDP, are also well
reproduced.(82)
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4. Discussion and conclusions
The described ab-initio calculations of the PE and ordered equilibrium phases of ADP and
KDP lead to structural parameters in good agreement with the experimental data obtained
by x-ray and neutron diffraction. The systematic underestimation of the O-O distances
compared to experiments in both compounds should be ascribed to the approximation in
the exchange-correlation functional. On the other hand, the apparent underestimation of
the acid hydrogen off-center distance δ/2 in the calculation for ADP could be ascribed to
the unreliability of the x-ray measurements of the proton position. The N-O distance in the
N-H· · · O bridges of ADP is very close to the usual value ≈ 2.8 Å for this kind of bonds.(84–86)
In addition, a somewhat overestimated N-H distance was found in our calculation when
compared to the neutron diffraction measurements. This could be ascribed to the local orbital
approximation for the valence electrons used in the SIESTA code. We have observed similar
discrepancies between SIESTA and plane wave pseudopotential calculations for KDP in the
calculation of the O-H distance in the O-H· · · O bridges.(48)
The FE transition and the nature of the instability that leads to the onset of the spontaneous
polarization Ps in KDP have been extensively discussed in the past.(28; 87; 88) It was originally
assumed that Ps , which is oriented along the c-axis, was due to the displacements of K+
and P− ions along this axis, although the H(D) ordering, nearly parallel to the basal plane,
is undoubtedly correlated with the transition.(28) Within this model, the observed value
of Ps can only be explained if very large charges for the phosphorus ion are assumed.(87)
Another mechanism was that of Bystrov and Popova (87) who proposed that the source of Ps
could be the electron density shift in the P-O and P-O-H bonds in the polar direction, which
occurs when the protons order almost perpendicularly. However, model calculations cannot
determine this assumption for it is originated in the complex electronic interactions in the
system.(88)
We were able to overcome this model limitation by means of ab initio calculations. Actually, we
have shown that the FE instability in KDP has its origin on an electronic charge reorganization
within the internal P-O and P-O-H bonds of the phosphates, as the H-atoms order off-center
in the H-bonds. The overall effect produced by the H-ordering is an electronic charge flow
from the O2 side to the O1 side of the PO4 tetrahedron. This comes with a distortion of
the phosphates.(46; 48) The mechanism found agrees with the explanation given in Ref.
(87), and is also in accordance with the results obtained by another recent ﬁrst-principles
calculation.(89)
We have found that the charge redistributions in the the acid proton bridges and phosphates
associated with the instabilities in ADP and KDP are very similar. In fact, as it happens in
KDP, the ﬂow of charge from the O2 side to the O1 side of the PO4 tetrahedron is also veriﬁed
in ADP. However, this alone is insufﬁcient to produce antiferroelectricity in ADP, as is shown
in an energy analysis of different possible distortions.(21) On the other hand, a differentiation
between two types of N-H· · · O bridges, long and short, also occurs concomitant with the
ammonium tetrahedra distortions as the AFE instability takes place in ADP. We have also
veriﬁed by a Mulliken charge analysis the existence of an electronic charge ﬂow from the long
to the short N-H· · · O bridges which occurs simultaneously with the ammonium distortion.
This charge ﬂow is absent in the hypothetical FE phase of ADP.(60) The above features found
in ADP are also conﬁrmed by charge density difference plots.(21)
We have shown that the optimization of the N-H· · · O bridges leads to the stabilization of
the AFE phase in ADP. This is consistent with the proposition of Schmidt that an effective
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acid-protons interaction mediated by the ammonium through the N-H· · · O bonds plays an
important role.(15; 21) Actually, the strengthening of N-H· · · O bonds which generates the
energy imbalance in favor of the AFE phase, also distorts the NH4+ ion, repels the acid H that
is close to the stronger N-H· · · O bond, involves signiﬁcant charge transfers, and thus creates
dipole moments in the plane of the O-H· · · O bonds, in full agreement with the neutron data
(23) and Schmidt’s conjecture (15).
There is a long controversy regarding the character of the FE transition in KDP. The coupled
proton-phonon model displaying essentially a displacive-like transition is supported by
some experimental facts.(90) The importance of the order-disorder character of the transition
originated in the H2 PO4 unit dipoles is highlighted by other experiments, e.g. Raman
studies.(91; 92) Moreover, electron-nuclear double-resonance (ENDOR) measurements (93)
indicate that not only the H2 PO4 group, but also the K atoms, are disordered over at least
two conﬁgurations in the paraelectric phase. Neutron scattering experiments show that the
P atom is distributed over at least two sites in DKDP. (69; 70) It is clear that, in spite of the
still unresolved character of the transition, local instabilities arising from the coupling of light
and heavy ions are very important in this system. This should be the case, irrespective of the
correlation length scale associated with the transition.
Our calculations in the PE phase of KDP showed that local proton distortions with the
FE mode pattern (Fig. 2) need to be accompanied by heavy ion relaxations in the PO4 -K
group in order to produce signiﬁcant instabilities,(47; 48) a fact which is in agreement with
experiments.(69; 70; 91–93) The correlation length associated with the FE instability is much
larger in KDP than in DKDP, suggesting that DKDP will behave more as an order-disorder
ferroelectric than KDP. We have also demonstrated the relevance of proton correlations and
the acid H-bond geometry in the energy scale of the local AFE instabilities inherent to the PE
phase of ADP.(60) This fact is found to be similar to that observed in KDP.
Undoubtedly, the huge isotope effect in the critical temperature and the order parameter of the
transition is the most striking feature not yet satisfactorily understood in these compounds.
As we have already mentioned, the ﬁrst explanation was that proposed by the tunneling
model and later modiﬁcations.(27; 28) However, the vast set of experiments later carried out
by Nelmes and co-workers, (4; 10; 38; 62; 69; 70) and the comprehensive structural compilation
done by Ichikawa et al., (3; 36; 40) showed the importance of the so-called geometrical effect as
an alternative explanation. An overall and consistent explanation of the phenomenon became
more elusive when other experiments (34; 35; 91; 92; 94) and models (29; 30; 32; 33; 41; 43; 95)
favored one or the other vision, or even both. Still unanswered questions like: if tunneling
occurs, what are the main units that tunnel?, what is the connection between tunneling and
geometrical effects?, and what is the true microscopic origin of the latter?, are possibly some
of the reasons why a full explanation of the isotope effect is not yet available. In the present
review, we showed how the ab initio scheme have also helped to shed light onto the underlying
microscopic mechanism for the isotope effect.
We demonstrated in KDP that protons alone are not able to tunnel. In fact, distortions
involving only the light atoms display tiny double wells, and the particles are broadly
delocalized around the center of the H-bonds. We concluded that the simpliﬁed version of
the tunneling model, i.e. that of a tunneling proton, or even a collective proton soft-mode
alone, is not supported by our calculations.
Due to the correlation with heavier ions, we observe "tunneling clusters" with an effective
mass much larger than that of a single, or even several, protons (deuterons). The different sizes
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of these clusters correspond to different lengths and energy scales whose magnitudes differ
between KDP and DKDP and which compete in their PE phases. This view agrees with recent
neutron Compton scattering experiments where it is concluded that there is a mass-dependent
quantum coherence lenght in these compounds.(94) We found that the smallest tunneling
unit in DKDP is the KD2 PO4 group. This is in accordance with the idea developed by Blinc
and Žekš of a tunneling model for the whole H2 PO4 unit,(96) which helped to describe the
typical order-disorder phenomena observed in some experimental trends.(90) However, as we
reviewed in this work, the explanation for the isotope effect is even more complex than the
concept of an atom or molecular unit that is able to tunnel alone as its main cause.
It is clear that the larger clusters will prevail as the transition approaches, in spite of the
complex scenario existing in the PE phase due to the appearance of different length scales.
We showed that tunnel splittings in these clusters at ﬁxed potential are much smaller than
the thermal energy at the critical temperature. Thus, if the potential remains ﬁxed, tunneling
alone is not able to account for the large isotope effect in the system. However, the main effect
of replacing deuterons by protons is an enhancement of the quantum delocalization at the
bond center, which affects the chemical properties of the O-H· · · O bond. This in turn shrinks
the lattice which further delocalizes the proton, and so on in a nonlinear loop.
We have shown with a simple model based on our ab initio results, how this feedback
effect strongly ampliﬁes the geometrical modiﬁcations in the H(D)-bridge. The selfconsistent
phenomenon is triggered by tunneling, but, in the end, the geometrical effect dominates
the scenario and accounts for the huge isotope effect, in agreement with neutron scattering
experiments. (4; 62) Therefore, these aspects, which were largely debated in the past, here
appear as complementary and deeply connected to each other. (29; 30; 47; 48; 88)
The existence of tunneling units has been found in a large variety of molecular compounds
and biomolecules. Moreover, the importance of both, tunneling and structural changes,
has been well established in the reaction mechanisms of enzymes (97) and other biological
processes. It is clear that the nonlinear feedback between tunneling and structural
modiﬁcations, as discussed in this review, is a phenomenon of wider implications. As
one of the numerous examples where these features are observed, one can mention the FE
transition in CaAl2 Si2 O7 (OH)2 H2 O (lawsonite), which was recently shown to be related to
the proton mobility.(98) Actually, the much smaller isotope effect observed for this compound
in comparison with that for KDP seems to be related with the absence of strong correlations
with the host, which are essential for the nonlinear mechanism discussed above.(47; 48; 98)
Therefore, our results for the H-bonded ferroelectrics support the conclusion that the general
theories of host-and-tunneling systems must be revised. (5)
We would now like to extend our methodology to different systems like the subset of systems
known as the ’proton glasses’ in which an alloy is made by mixing a ferroelectric compound
with an isomorphic antiferroelectric compound.(99; 100) These materials show the slow
dynamics of a glassy system, even though they are single crystals, and exhibit the H-D isotope
effect.(99; 100) Other interesting systems are those where the transitions could be classiﬁed
either of ’order-disorder’ or ’displacive’ type or where the order-disorder and the displacive
behaviors coexist.(33) In recent studies of the hydrogen-bonding properties of the NH4+ cation,
ferroelectricity was discovered in a new class of magnetic compounds M3− x (NH4 )x CrO8 (M
= Na, K, Rb, Cs).(101) It was found that the transition is of the order-disorder type, with a
critical temperature depending linearly on the composition variable x. This suggests that the
N-H· · · O bond plays the central role in the FE instability of these new compounds, with a
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net effect reminiscent of the mechanism found in ADP,(21) although in the latter the AFE
ordering is favored. Ferroelectric properties were also recently found in a related novel
ammonium-based compound, Diammonium Hypodiphosphate (NH4 )2 H2 P2 O6 , although
there is not yet a theoretical microscopic explanation of this phenomenom.(102) Therefore,
it would be also desirable to extend our ﬁrst-principles calculations to the study and dessign
of new FE and AFE materials based on the H-bonding properties of the NH4+ cation.
On the other hand, a promising perspective arises from the recently developed atomistic
model for KDP,(67) which was brieﬂy described in subsection 3.7.3. As mentioned above,
it was ﬁtted to reproduce ﬁrst-principles structural, dynamical and energetic properties of
various stable and metastable structures to a very good extent.(67) This model will be useful to
study, in large systems, the nuclear quantum-dynamical and thermal ﬂuctuations responsible
for the FE-PE phase transition and the isotope effects observed in KDP.
In summary, it has been shown that the H off-centering controls the instability proccess
in KDP. This ordering leads to an electronic charge redistribution and ionic displacements
that originate the spontaneous polarization of the FE phase. On the other hand, the origin
of antiferroelectricity in ADP is ascribed to the optimization of the N-H· · · O bonds. The
closeness in energy found between the AFE and the hypothetical FE phases in ADP is in
accordance with the experimental observation of coexistence of AFE and FE microdomains
near the vicinity of the transition. The dynamics of protons alone in the PE phases of KDP
and ADP cannot explain the observed double-peaked proton distribution in the bridges. By
contrast, the importance of the correlations between protons and heavier ions displacements
within clusters has been demonstrated. Recent evidence of tunneling obtained from Compton
scattering measurements supports our conclusions regarding the existence of tunneling
clusters. We have also shown that the huge isotope effect observed in KDP cannot be
explained by the quantum effects of a mass change obtained in a system at ﬁxed geometry and
potential. We found that as a consequence of the modiﬁcation of the covalency in the bridges,
structural changes arise producing a feedback effect on the tunneling that strongly enhances
the phenomenon. The resulting ampliﬁcation in this nonlinear feedback of the geometrical
effect is in agreement with experimental data from neutron scattering.
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